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Abstract

In this work, the transport of dense colloids through a water-saturated, bifurcating fracture is investigated using a constant s
particle tracking technique. The size of the constituents of a colloid plume is an important factor affecting the partitioning of dense
at the bifurcation. While neutrally buoyant colloids partition between daughter fractures in proportion to flow rates, dense coll
preferentially exit fractures that are gravitationally downgradient, notwithstanding that the majority of the interstitial fluid may flow
the upper fracture. Comparison of the partitioning ratio between daughter fractures with the ratios of characteristic settling, diffu
advection time reveal that these parameters control how colloids behave at fracture bifurcations.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

The term “fracture” is quite general and refers to va
ous types of discontinuities (joints, fracture zones, and s
zones) that can break a subsurface medium into blo
Fractures are found in almost all types of rocks: sedim
tary (e.g., sandstone), metamorphic (e.g., limestone),
igneous or crystalline (e.g., granite). Naturally fractured s
tems contain extreme and abrupt changes in porosity
permeability and can be characterized by two distinct c
ponents, fractures and matrix blocks. Fractures are ofte
primary transmission conduits for fluids, colloids, and c
taminants, and in many fractured systems, fracture bulk
meability exceeds matrix bulk permeability by several ord
of magnitude [1].

In many geological formations with low matrix perm
ability, fluid flow predominantly takes place through a sin
fracture or fault, while in other cases the flow occurs thro
a network of fractures. Fracture networks comprise man
dividual fractures that intersect to some degree. Simula
fluid flow and contaminant transport in fractured subsurf
formations with the intent of describing macroscale tra
port behavior often begins with modeling flow and transp
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at the scale of an individual fracture [2–6]. As a basis
a comprehensive fracture network model, it is importan
understand flow and transport through a single bifurca
fracture. In this work, colloid transport in a bifurcating fra
ture is modeled using a particle tracking technique. Si
lations are conducted with varying geometric and phys
parameters to discern how colloids will partition at a fr
ture intersection.

2. Model formulation

2.1. Fracture system

The system considered in this work is composed of a
ent fracture bifurcating into two daughter fractures as sh
in Fig. 1. Heavier-than-water (dense) colloids are consid
while colloid–colloid and colloid–wall interactions are n
glected in this work. Changes in fluid viscosity and collo
diffusivity due to a concentrated suspension are negle
As increased computing power becomes available, m
more particles can be tracked, perhaps necessitating th
clusion of effective viscosities and diffusivities. The fractu
walls are considered impermeable to both colloid trans
and interstitial fluid flow. Unlike soluble contaminants, c
loid particles are assumed to be too large to penetrate
rock matrix and therefore remain within the confines of
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the bifurcating fracture considered in this study.
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fracture system. This is a reasonable assumption if hydra
conductivities in the surrounding matrix are several order
magnitude lower than conductivity within the fracture [1]

A uniform pressure gradient imposed on the bifurcat
fracture induces flow in the parent fracture. The volum
ric flow rate per unit fracture depth is the product of t
mean flow velocity and the fracture aperture. The fluid
considered incompressible; therefore the sum of the v
metric flow rates into the daughter fractures must equa
flow rate out of the parent fracture,

(1)Q0 = Q1 + Q2.

In the notation for this work, subscript 0 refers to the par
fracture, and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to daughter fract
one (upper) and two (lower), respectively. All flows with
the system are specified by stipulating a maximum cente
velocity in the parent fracture,Umax

0 , along with the aperture
of the parent,b0, and flow rates in each daughter fractu
Q1 andQ2 such that (1) is upheld.

2.2. Dense colloid transport

The transport of colloids in bifurcating fractures is sim
lated with a particle tracking algorithm. A plume of particl
is injected instantaneously at the entrance of the parent
ture (x0 = 0) at time zero. Particles are assigned initialz0
coordinates in proportion to the local flow rate such that t
are wholly contained within the fracture with no particl
wall overlap [3,7]. Colloids neither diffuse into the fractu
matrix nor attach onto the fracture wall and when a c
loid encounters a wall, it is reflected back into the fract
without loss of energy. If dense colloids (>1000 kg/m3) are
considered, the effects of gravitational settling must be
corporated into the particle tracking equations [4],

xm = xm−1 + u(xm−1, zm−1)�t

(2)+ Us�t + Z(0,1)
√

2Ddp�t,

(3)zm = zm−1 ± �z,
whereu(x, z) is the local Poiseuille fluid velocity;Z(0,1)

is a random selection from the standard normal distribut
and m is the spatial step level. Because of the low vel
ities modeled here, particle motion due to shear effec
neglected. The molecular diffusion coefficient for a spher
particle is inversely proportional to its diameter,dp, accord-
ing to the Stokes–Einstein diffusion equation,

(4)Ddp = kT

3πηdp

,

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute tempe
ature, andη the dynamic viscosity of the interstitial fluid
The local parabolic velocity profile within each fracture
expressed as

(5)u(x, z) = Umax
0

[
1− 4

(
z

b0

)2
]
.

The settling velocity is included in the particle tracki
equations as an additional deterministic velocity and fo
small spherical particle is given as

(6)Us = − (ρp − ρf )gd2
p

18η
,

whereρf andρp are the densities of the suspending flu
and the colloids, respectively, andg is the acceleration du
to gravity in the negativez0-direction.

A constant-time-step particle-tracking algorithm is
suited to simulate colloid plumes of varying diameters
cause the accuracy of such an algorithm is dependent
maintaining a small, consistent displacement at each
step. Subject to a constant time step, small colloids tr
quite differently than large colloids due to both gravitatio
and diffusive effects. A constant spatial step particle track
algorithm is a better choice. The time necessary for a de
colloid to move a specified spatial step in thez-direction is
necessarily affected by gravitational settling. Upon selec
of a spatial step, a random time step for plumes subjec
gravitational settling is generated from the solution to
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equation ([8], Eq. 15):

(7)�z = Us�t ±
√

τDdp�t,

whereτ is dimensionless time ([9], Eq. 13),

(8)τ = (�z)2

Ddp�t
= 2.656 exp

[−0.787Z(0,1)
]
.

Substituting (8) into (7) and rearranging yields the follow
quadratic equation for�t ([8], Eq. 17):

�t = Us�z + 1.328 exp[−0.787Z(0,1)]Ddp

U2
s

(9)±
√

{Us�z+1.328 exp[−0.787Z(0,1)]Ddp}2−U2
s (�z)2

U2
s

.

The positive root of (9) gives the time required to move
fixed distance increment if the diffusive displacement is
posite gravitational settling, and the negative root gives
time increment if the diffusive displacement is in the sa
direction as gravitational settling. The root of�t , and there-
fore the sign of�z in (3), is determined from a rando
number uniformly distributed between zero and one (n
ative if less than or equal to 0.5, positive if greater than 0
Lighter than water colloids may be similarly considered
desired.

2.3. Bifurcation

At the bifurcation, the ratio of the daughter fracture fl
rates (per unit depth) is used to determine which daug
fracture a particle enters. Thez0-location of the streamlin
in the parent fracture that terminates at the stagnation p
between the two daughter fractures at the bifurcation is
termined by equating the flow rate (per unit depth) of dau
ter fracture 2 with the equivalent flow rate from a portion
the parent parabolic velocity profile,

(10)

z0∫
−b0/2

Umax
0

[
1− 4

(
z

b0

)2
]

dz = Q2.

Evaluating the integral yields the following cubic equat
of reduced form inz0,

(11)Umax
0 z0

[
1− 4

3

(
z0

b0

)2]
+ Q0

2
− Q2 = 0,

which has one real root at the stagnation point.
During the spatial step that a colloid moves from the p

ent fracture to a daughter fracture, its lastz0 coordinate is
used to determine which daughter fracture the colloid en
If z0 is less than the solution to Eq. (11), the colloid e
ters daughter fracture 2 (and daughter fracture 1 if grea
For neutrally buoyant colloids, routes are determined
cording to the relative quantities of fluid flow in each of t
daughter fractures. Intuitively, neutrally buoyant colloids
obliged to enter a daughter fracture in proportion to fl
t

rates. The number of colloids entering each daughter f
ture are counted and the ratio,R, of colloids in daughte
fracture 1 to daughter fracture 2 is determined. The ra
R, is used as a metric to evaluate how characteristic ti
impact the selection of a daughter fracture. When this r
approaches unity, it implies that there is no preference
one fracture over another. As it approaches zero, it m
that virtually all colloids enter daughter fracture 2 due
gravitational effects. This ratio can be multiplied by the fl
rate ratio to find how colloids partition in daughter fractu
of any aperture. For clarification, consider a system c
prising a parent fracture with flowQ0 = 6.67× 10−11 m3/s
that bifurcates into daughter fractures with flow ratesQ1 =
5.14× 10−11 m3/s andQ2 = 1.52× 10−11 m3/s. For this
system,Q1 = 3.38Q2. If the ratio of daughter fracture co
loids for a particular simulation wereR = 0.75, this would
yield 0.75× 3.38 = 2.54 times as many colloids enterin
daughter fracture 1 as daughter fracture 2.

2.4. Characteristic times

Three characteristic times, advective, settling, and d
sive, dictate how colloids partition at a bifurcation. They
defined here as

(12)tadv= 3x0

2Umax
0

,

(13)tset= b0

Us

,

(14)tdiff = b2
0

2Ddp

,

respectively. The selection of the appropriate daughter f
ture is related to the relative values of the advective, sett
and diffusive characteristic times. Ultimately, it is the rat
of these characteristic times that dictate which fracture
colloids will enter and what their overall residence tim
will be.

3. Simulations and discussion

Three parameters,�ρ = ρp − ρf , dp, andUmax
0 , are in-

crementally varied with ranges shown in Table 1. The ran
of model parameters used in these simulations were
lected to be consistent with values that might be expe
in natural subsurface media. The length of the parent f
ture considered in this work is 1 m with constant ap
ture,b0 = 1× 10−4 m. For the particle tracking simulation
performed here, daughter fractures are assigned equa
rates,Q1 = Q2. Plumes of 1000 colloids are instantaneou
released into the parent fracture for all simulations. C
acteristic times and ratios of colloids entering the daug
fractures are calculated for each plume.

The spread ofR as it approaches unity is due to t
Monte Carlo nature of the 1000 particle random-walk te
nique. Using more particles would decrease the ran
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Table 1
Daughter fracture parameter values for model simulations

Parameter Minimum Maximum Incremen

�ρ (kg/m3) 10 1000 10
dp (m) 1×10−8 1×10−6 1×10−8

Umax
0 (m/s) 1×10−7 1×10−5 1×10−7

noise, but increase computational cost. Several informa
results can be inferred from plots ofR against the ratio
of characteristic times. Fig. 2a shows howR changes as
the ratio oftset/tdiff and Fig. 2b illustrates howR changes
with tset/tadv. In Fig. 2a there are several noteworthy o
servations: (a) when thetset � 0.1tdiff virtually all col-
loids enter daughter fracture 2 due to gravitational effe
(b) when thetset≈ tdiff twice as many colloids enter daug
ter fracture two than daughter fracture one,R = 0.5; and,
(c) when thetset � 10tdiff colloids are unaffected by grav
ity and partition equally between daughter fractures.
Fig. 2b, (a) when thetset � 10−4tadv colloid transport is
dominated by gravitational effects and they enter fractur
(b) when the 10−3tset � tadv � 10−2tset plume partitioning
between daughter fractures can vary greatly; and, (c) w
the tset� 0.1tadv colloids are unaffected by gravity and pa
tition equally between daughter fractures. The reason
this wide range of partition ratios over such a wide ran
of characteristic times ratios for case (b) is becausetadv is a
constant, independent of colloid size. However, the ave
advection time of a colloid plume is affected by the pa
cle size because dense particles tend to sink to the bo
of the parent fracture and assume the slower moving ve
ities of the parabolic profile found there. Therefore, th
is a wide range of ratios of characteristic settling to adv
tion times that allow the colloids either to remain unaffec
by gravity or to predominantly enter daughter fracture
Transition zones lie on either side of the above-speci
range. That is, for 10−4tset� tadv � 10−3tset colloids are in-
creasingly affected by gravity, and conversely for 10−2tset�
tadv� 0.1tset.

4. Conclusion

A bifurcating fracture system comprising a parent fr
ture dividing into two daughter fractures is used to exam
the transport of colloids. Neutrally buoyant colloids partiti
between daughter fractures in proportion to the flow ra
When dense colloids are used, particles preferentially e
daughter fracture 2. The ratios of characteristic advec
settling, and diffusive times dictate which fracture collo
tend to enter. If the characteristic time for settling in the
trance fracture is more than an order of magnitude less
the characteristic time for advection or the characteristic
tling time is more than an order of magnitude greater t
the characteristic diffusion time, then colloids will be un
fected by gravity and will partition according to volumetr
flow rates between the exit fractures. Nearly all of the c
loids will enter daughter fracture 2 if diffusion time is a
order of magnitude greater than the settling time or the
vection time is more than four orders of magnitude gre
than the settling time. There is a transition range, espec
for ratios of characteristic settling to characteristic advec
times, where the size of the colloids and their density dic
how they partition.
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